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This invention relates to a disposable protective bib, 
and has particular applicability to the type of bib which 
is sometimes distributed to patrons in restaurants when 
they are served lobster, corn on the cob, and other foods 
which have a tendency to drip and spill, and in the ab 
sence of which bib would cause damage to the clothing 
of the diner, and constitutes an improvement over my 
copending application entitled Disposable Protective Bib, 
Ser. No. 224,735, filed Sept. 19, 1962 now abandoned. 
A primary objective of the present invention is the 

provision of an improved bib which may be simply and 
expeditiously manufactured, and which is provided with 
adhesive means for securing the same in position, as well 
additional adhesive means whereby the bottom of the bib 
may be turned up and fastened to provide a receptacle 
protecting the lap of the diner, from accidentally dropped 
food or the like. 
A further important object of the invention is the -pro 

vision of such a bib wherein the adhesive is of that type 
which adheres securely only when añîxed to a correspond 
ing opposed portion of adhesive, and which lacks strong 
adhesive qualities when adhered to other material. 
A further important object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a bib of this character wherein the adhesive may 
be positioned thereon, with all of the adhesive on one 
side of the bib during manufacture, thus materially sim 
plifying the stamping, cutting, and printing of the bib. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of a 

bib of this character provided with an improved means 
for fastening the same, constituting two adhesive portions 
printed or adhered to the same side of the device, in com 
bination with a fold line, whereby one portion may be 
folded back in order to adhere to the other when the bib 
is positioned around the neck of the user. 
A further object of the invention resides in the pro 

vision of a bib of this character which may be simply 
and inexpensively manufactured with a minimum of time, 
effort, and expense, and which may be readily disposed 
of after a single use. 

Still other objects reside in the combinations of ele 
ments, arrangements of parts, and details of construction, 
all as will be more fully pointed out hereinafter and dis 
closed in the accompanying drawing wherein: 
FIGURE l is a front elevational view of the bib in 

unfolded or shipping or storing position; 
FIGURE 2 is a similar view of the bib folded and 

ready for use; 
FIGURE 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken sub 

stantially along the line 3_3 of FIGURE 2; and 
FIGURE 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken substan 

tially along the line 4-4 of FIGURE 2 as viewed in the 
direction indicated by the arrows. 

Similar reference characters refer to similar parts 
throughout the several views of the drawing. 
Having reference now to the drawing in detail and 

more -particularly to FIGURE 1, there is generally indi 
cated at 10 a bib constructed in accordance with the in 
stant invention which comprises an elongated substan 
tially rectangular sheet of absorbent material, and pref 
erably an inexpensive disposable material such as ab 
sorbent paper, tissue paper, or the like. The sheet is 
provided with a top edge 12, a bottom edge 13, and op 
posite side edges 14. Adjacent the top edge 12 but spaced 
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therefrom is a relatively large centrally positioned circu 
lar opening 15, adapted to encircle the neck of the wear 
er or user. An open slit 16 extends perpendicularly to the 
edge 12 and intersects the circle 11 in a radial direction 
aligned with the center thereof. 
The portions between the circular opening 15 and the 

edge 12 on opposite sides of slit 16 define tongues, on 
which, on the same side of the sheet are a pair of ad 
hesive patches 17 and 18. These patches are of an ad 
hesive material characterized by a relatively strong adher 
ence to a confronting portion of identical material, and 
relatively weak adherence to any other surface, so that 
in the event the sheets are stacked during shipping or 
storage the adhesive will not adhere to the blank paper 
surface of an adjacent sheet. However, when the patches 
are juxtaposed and pressed together in a manner to be 
described hereinafter, a relatively strong adhesive bond 
will be provided. Such adhesive is hereinafter termed self 
sealing adhesive. Adjacent one of the patches, 18, is a fold 
line 19 which extends parallel to the slit 16, on the oppo 
site side of the patch 18, to define a substantially rectangu 
lar tab 20, comprising that portion of the sheet defined 
by the slit 16, the fold line 19, a portion of the top edge 
12, and a portion of the rim of circular opening 15. When 
the tab 20 is folded backwardly along the line 19, so that 
it is positioned in confronting relation or on the opposite 
side of sheet 11 from patch 17, the two patches may be 
pressed together, thus reducing the area of the circular 
opening 15 as shown in FIGURE 2, and securely bonding 
the two opposite sides of the bib together behind the neck 
of the wearer. Obviously the adherence of the adhesive is 
not sufficiently strong to preclude the portions or patches 
17 and 18 being pulled apart when it is decided to dispose 
of the bib. 

Adjacent the opposite edge 13 of sheet 11 are a pair of 
elongated patches 21 and 22 of adhesive material, one 
positioned adjacent each side edge of the sheet, the 
patches 21 and 22 being on the same side of the sheet as 
the patches 17 and 18. A fold line 23 is provided trans 
versely of the sheet parallel to the edge 13, and intersect 
ing the patches 21 and 22 at substantially their midpoints, 
so that when the bottom edge 13 is rfolded upwardly along 
the fold line 23 a trough or receptacle 24 will be provided 
along the lower edge of the bib to catch any food particles 
or the like dropped by the user. When this folding occurs 
the upper portion 21a of patch 21 adheres ñrmly to the 
lower portion 2lb, while similarly the upper portion 22a 
of patch 22 adheres firmly to the lower portion 22b 
thereof. 
From the foregoing it will now be seen that there is 

herein provided an improved bib, which accomplishes all 
the objects of the invention, and others, including many 
advantages of great practical utility and commercial irn 
portance. 
As many embodiments may be made of this inventive 

concept, and as many modifications may be made in the 
embodiment hereinbefore shown and described, it is to be 
understood that all matter herein is to be interpreted 
merely as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 

I claim: 
A disposable protective bib which comprises: 
a rectangularly configured sheet of absorbent dispos 

able tissue material which includes a neck encircling 
opening adjacent to one edge thereof; 

tongues substantially coplanarly disposed relative to the 
sheet extending toward each other between the said 
edge and said opening; 

a pair of self-sealing vadhesive spots on the same face 
of said sheet on said tongues proximate the ends 
thereof; and 
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a fold line on one tongue only perpendicular to said 
one edge and between an adhesive spot thereon and 
the connection of the tongue to the sheet, said fold 
line and adhesive spots on said tongues being ar 
ranged such that in use the tongues lie in overlapping 
relation with said one tongue being folded at said 
fold line to a reverted position and positioned inter 
mediate the overlapping tongues for sealing juxta 
position of said adhesive spots to form a bib extend 
ing in a single continuous curved surface from the 
4back of the user’s neck to approximately the Waist 
ofthe user. 
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